Relationship Between of Bright Pancreas With Fatty Liver and Ischemic Heart Disease
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Abstract

We focus on the bright pancreas, with fat accumulation in the pancreas, and evaluated the brightness by histogram values. The difference in brightness between pancreas and spleen was indicated as “pancreas-spleen difference” and was measured by abdominal ultrasonography. The risk of ischemic heart disease based on this pancreas-spleen difference was verified. Nineteen – patients which showed symptoms of coronary artery disease were used for a case-control study with 36 patients who had come to the hospital for a thorough physical check. Patients were matched for age and sex. The pancreas-spleen difference of the ischemic-heart-disease group was significant. A multivariate analysis conducted by using known risk factors for the onset of ischemic heart disease, such as obesity, smoking, and drinking, showed the importance of the pancreas-spleen contrast difference.

By using the screening method which added not only the liver, but the brightness elevation view of the pancreas, it became clear that brightness was the independent affector, with a high possibility for showing symptoms of ischemic heart disease.
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